CYCLE PASSPORT

North Yorkshire - a low crime area help us keep it that way

NYP17-0135
LOCK IT Always lock your bike when you leave it.

Wherever possible, lock your bike to something like a lamp-post or railings. If the front wheel removes easily-secure it to the frame.

LIST IT

The Police recover hundreds of bikes each year. Most of them however have to be auctioned off simply because there is no way of knowing who the owners are. So, fill in this Cycle Passport as soon as possible after it has been security marked and keep it safe with your other personal documents. You can even attach a photo in the space provided-try and capture any unique identifying marks, attachments or scratches to positively identify your cycle.

OWNER DETAILS

Name ...................................................................................................

Address ...............................................................................................
...............................................................................................
...............................................................................................
...............................................................................................

Wherever possible, lock your bike to something like a lamp-post or railings. If the front wheel removes easily-secure it to the frame.

DESCRIPTIVE DETAILS

Make/model: ..............................................................................................................................

Type: Gents/ladies/childs/mountain/racing/BMX

Other: ..................................................................................................................................

Frame/serial No.: ....................................................................................................................

(Check with supplier if in doubt as to location)

Frame colour: ....................................................................................................................

Frame size: ................. Wheel size: .................

Gears - type and No.: .............................................................................................................

Accessories: .........................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................

Photo/s